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The Honorable J. James Exon 
IJnited States Senate 

Dear Senator Exon: 

This briefing report responds to your request that we obtain 
certain information about the Federal Aviat.i.on 
Administration's (FAA) proposed Traffic Alert and Collision 
Avoidance System (TCAS). From 1975 through 1986, 329 mid- 
air collisions have occurred in U.S. airspace, resulting in 
777 fatalities. Of the 329 mid-air collisions, 29 involved 
cmmercial air carriers, while all but 6 involved general 
aviation aircraft. Two hundred ninety of the 329 mid-air 
collisions involved qeneral aviation aircraft only. TCAS is 
designed to reduce the risk of mid-air collision by 
providing pilots with an independent airborne backup to 
FAA's ground-based system of air traffic control. 

FAA plans call for three TCAS models. TCAS I, the least 
costly and least technically sophisticated model, is 
designed for use by small commercial and general aviation 
aircraft. TCAS I provides traffic proximity warnings to the 
pilot but cannot reccmmend collision avoidance maneuvers. 
TCAS II and TCAS III are intended primarily for larger 
commercial air carriers and are designed to provide the 
pilot with the threateninq aircraft's position and to 
recommend collision avoidance maneuvers. FAA's highest 
priority throughout its mid-air collision avoidance program 
has been to provide increased protection to commercial 
passenger-carryinq aircraft, qivinq special attention to 
larqe commercial aircraft. Although FAA also aimed to 
provide increased protection to smaller qeneral aviation 
aircraft, it assigned this a lower priority. Accordingly, 
FAA's proqram has emphasized the development of TCAS II--the 
basic model that would be used by mid-sized to large 
ctrnmercj.al aircraft-- and it is the furthest alonq in 
development of the three planned TCAS models. 

TCAS IT.1 is intended to upgrade TCAS II's capabilities. FAA 
is encouraging the development of a TCAS II design that will. 
permit an easy, low-cost upgrade to TCAS III capability. 
(Upgrade capability also is now required by recently enacted 
legislation.1 TCAS IT will reccxnmend verkical avoidance 
maneuvers, while TCAS III is planned to recommend both 
vertical and horizontal avoidance maneuvers. In scme 
situations, maneuvering horizontally rather than vertically 
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might more readily ensure the safe separation of aircraft, 
and in others, the opposite may be true. TCAS III also 
should more precisely determine whether another aircraft 
will beccme a threat, thereby providing the pilot fewer 
unnecessary warnings and collision avoidance advisories than 
TCAS II. Both TCAS II and TCAS III, however, require that 
the threatening aircraft be equipped with either TCAS or 
altitude transmitting equipment in order to provide the 
collision avoidance maneuvers. 

As agreed with your off ice, this report provides information 
regarding (1) the safety benefits expected from TCAS, (2) 
cmmercial prospects for TCAS, and (3) FAA’s plans for TCAS 
III development. The following summarizes our findings. 

SAFETY BENEFITS 

Two safety studies done for FAA by the MITRE Corporation 
have quantified reductions in the risk of near mid-air 
collisions (vertical aircraft separation of less than 100 
feet and horizontal separation of less than 500 feet) 
expected from TCAS II and project even greater risk 
reductions once FAA implements canplementary plans to 
require more aircraft to have altitude reporting 
transponders. These transponders will enable TCAS-equipped 
aircraft to locate and avoid an aircraft with altitude 
reporting equipment even if that aircraft is not equipped 
with TCAS. FAA will not perform similar studies to quantify 
TCAS I safety benefits but is in the process of doing so for 
TCAS III. FAA TCAS program officials believe that TCAS I 
has implicit safety benefits. However, they note that 
quantifying these benefits is difficult because, without 
recunmended avoidance maneuvers, pilot judgment is the only 
basis for deciding whether collision avoidance action is 
needed, and for deciding on the type and timing of the 
action taken. 

COMMERCIAL PROSPECTS 

The prospects for commercial development and the use of TCAS 
I have been strengthened by FAA’s proposed regulation, which 
would require TCAS I installation in small commercial jet 
aircraft, and by ongoing industry development efforts 
sponsored by the Navy. FAA’s August 26, 1987, rulemaking 
announcement proposed that all small commercial jet aircraft 
with 10 to 19 passenger seats operating in U.S. airspace be 
required to install TCAS I within 5 years of the date the 
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rulemaking becomes final --expected to be in October 1988. 
While FAA does not intend to require that general aviation 
aircraft install the equipment, its rulemaking action has 
identified the initial commercial market for the unit, 
thereby strengthening industry's interest in TCAS I 
development. 

Unlike its involvement in TCAS II and III development, FAA 
is no longer involved in the development of TCAS I. FAA 
believes that with the publication of TCAS I minimum 
operational performance standards in March 1987, industry 
can, without further FAA assistance, develop TCAS I 
equipment that will meet FAA certification requirements. 
FAA has, therefore, limited its future involvement in TCAS I 
to the testing and certification of the prototype units 
industry ultimately develops. 

The U.S. Navy is sponsoring the development of a device 
similar to TCAS I for use on its training aircraft. This 
development could ultimately lead to the commercial 
availability of a TCAS I unit for civilian use. However, to 
date, no production-grade TCAS I model has been built, and, 
according to the manufacturer performing the Navy work, 
commercial availability within the S-year installation time 
frame proposed by FAA will be difficult to achieve. The 
manufacturer estimates it will take at least 4 years to 
complete tests of the first production-grade Navy units. 
Efforts by that canpany to develop and obtain FAA 
certification of units for civilian use, and to plan for 
actual canmercial production, must be accanplished 
thereafter. 

Assuming it will not be required for private aircraft, the 
TCAS I unit cost will also be an important factor in 
determining the extent to which general aviation voluntarily 
installs it. FAA currently projects that a civilian TCAS I 
model will cost $8,SOO per unit and as much as $2,400 to 
install it on existing aircraft ($360 for installation 
during original aircraft construction). 

The commercial prospects for TCAS II are more definite. FAA 
is now evaluating the operational performance of a prototype 
TCAS II unit in scheduled airline service, and FAA's two 
commercial industry/airline teams will soon begin similar 
operational tests using 14 production-grade units. FAA 
expects that TCAS II will be commercially available by early 
1990. In November 1987, one of the airlines (Piedmont) 
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participating in operational testing of TCAS II placed an 
order for 81 units, which it expects will be installed and 
operating aboard its aircraft by 1991. 

FAA has proposed that TCAS II be required on all large 
domestic aircraft and foreign jets with more than 30 
passenger seats within 3 years of the final rule’s effective 
date I and on all domestic and foreign jets with 20 to 30 
passenqer seats within 4 years of the final rule’s effective 
date. 

In addition to FAA’s proposal, legislation recently passed 
by the Conqress and signed into law by the President on 
December 30, 1987, requires that TCAS II be installed 
on all commercial aircraft with more than 30 passen er seats 
within 4 years of enactment (by December 30, 1991 ). 7 The 
law also requires that TCAS II be operable under both visual 
and instrument flight conditions, that its design be 
upgradable to TCAS III performance standards, and that FAA 
complete TCAS III development. 

TCAS I I I DEVELOPMENT 

FAA originally planned to end its involvement in the TCAS 
III prcqram in April 1987 and give final development and 
testing responsibility to industry. However, because of 
legislative direction, FAA will now canplete the research, 
development, and certification of TCAS III. The work 
remaining includes the refinement of the horizontal 
collision avoidance logic, resolution of technical questions 
concerning the unit’s ability to determine an aircraft’s 
bearing and attitude, completion of minimum operational 
performance standards and a safety study, and the testing of 
certified units in scheduled airline service. 

In addition to the FAA Technical Center, the MITRE 
Corporation and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s 
Lincoln Laboratory are performing developmental work on TCAS 
III for FAA. The FAA TCAS Program Office is determining the 
remaining milestones and resource needs. FAA estimates that 
TCAS III will require approximately another 5 years of 

‘Public Law 100-223, The Airport and Airway Safety and 
Capacity Expansion Act of 1987. 
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research and development at a cost of about $27 million. 
FAA has not projected when TCAS III will be available 
commercially, nor is there any current requirement that it 
be installed once it is available. 

This briefing report consists of five sections: section 1 
summarizes the TCAS program's background; section 2 contains 
information on the program's status, including performance, 
schedule, and cost data; and sections 3, 4, and 5 contain 
information regarding the safety benefit expected frcm TCAS, 
the ccxnmercial prospects for TCAS, and FAA's plans for TCAS 
III development, respectively. 

We obtained the information for this briefing report from 
discussions with and documentation provided by officials 
from FAA, the Air Transport Association, the Aircraft Owners 
and Pilots Association, the Air Line Pilots Association, the 
National Business Aircraft Association, MITRE Corporation, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Lincoln Laboratory, 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Ames 
Research Facility, and fran relevant airline and industry 
program participants. We also reviewed studies, articles, 
and testimony pertaining to the TCAS program. Our audit 
work was conducted frcnn June through November 1986 and April 
through December 1987. 

As agreed with your office, we did not obtain official 
agency cements on this report: however, we discussed its 
contents with responsible FAA officials and they agreed with 
the information presented. We have incorporated their views 
and cements where appropriate. 

As arranged with your office, unless you publicly announce 
its contents earlier, we will not distribute this briefing 
report until 15 days after the date of this letter. At that 
time, we will send copies to the Secretary of 
Transportation: the Administrator, FAA; the House and Senate 
Appropriations Committees; the House and Senate 
Subcommittees on Aviation of the House Ccnnmittee on Public 
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W~rlr,+; and Trar~~portation arId the Senate (;omrnit tee on 
Crmme rce , Science and Transportat ion; and other interested 
parties upon request. 

Major contributors are listed in appendix I. 

Sincerely yours, 

Kenneth M. Mead 
Associate Director 
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SECTTON 1 

TCAS PROGRAM BACKGROUND 

-------_------L--.---.-_._.--.----_.^--------- -,-, -----------".--.----._.-". _.__.--- 
-.."w.."."-*.__ _.._.__ _- _ -_II---c--I-l-.-_ll--^-_---_--_I---------- -.-._--_- _-- I_._.______.__I_ 

a TCAS EVOLVED FROM YEARS OF DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING BY 
INDUSTRY AND FAA 

a THE SYSTEM OPERATES INDEPENDENTLY OF THE GROUND SYSTEM, 
ALERTING THE PILOT TO TCAS- OR TRANSPONDER-EQUIPPED 
AIRCRAFT 

a FAA PROPOSED THREE MODELS: TCAS I FOR GENERAL AVIATION AND 
SMALL COMMERCIAL JET AIRCRAFT ArID TCAS II AND TCAS III FOR 
LAKGER COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT 

e AN FAA NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULEMAKING ON AUGUST 26, 1987, 
REQUIRES MOST COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT TO BE EQUIPPED WITH TCAS 

--------------------____c__________I____-.----~--------------------- 

___-______--------,-----------------------------.--.---------,-.-.-.-- -w--m 

The Federal Aviation Administration's (FAA) program to develop 
a workable mid-air collision avoidance device has been a long and 
controversial one. The development of the airborne Traffic Alert 
and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) and the recent FAA proposal 
to require it on most passenger service aircraft represent the 
culmination of more than 30 years of FAA and industry effort. 

Working through the Air Transport Association, the airline 
industry initiated the search for an airborne collision avoidance 
device in tile 1950s. The airlines believed that such a device was 
needed for two reasons: to provide an independent backup to FAA's 
ground-based air traffic control system and to ensure safe aircraft 
separation in airspace outside the areas of FAR'S ground-based air 
traffic control system. Developmental efforts intensified after 
two airliners collided in mid-air over the Grand Canyon in 1956. 

By the 1970s industry had developed several collision 
avoidance devices. From 1972 to 1976 FAA tested models from three 
major comrncrcial proponents of tllese systems while concurrently 
developing a mid-air collision avoidance technology of its own. 
Altllough tests of the commercial systems surfaced a number of 
technical problems, their most serious shortcoming was that 
corjverging aircraft would be warned of each other's proximity only 
if they were both equipped with like systems. Since no aircraft 
were equipped with the commercial systems, FAA concluded that a 
federal mandi:te would be necessary to ensure that enough aircraft 
installed them to provide an adequate level of protection. 
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Conversely, FAA’s proposed system, then called the Beacon 
Collision Avoidance System (BCAS), was designed to recognize the 
proximity of all similarly equipped aircraft as well as those 
having only an operating air traffic control radar beacon 
transponder on board. Since over 100,000 aircraft (or about 65 
percent of the existing air Sleet at the time) already had these 
transponders, FAA believed that RCAS would ofEer adequate 

~ protection without the need to mandate its use by all aircraft-- 
I including general aviation aircraft. 

With the support of the airline industry and potential 
aviation community user groups, PAA chose in 1976 to further 
develop BCAS rather than one of the three commercial alternatives 
tested. Controversy surrounded the 1976 decision largely because 
the technical problems associated with subsequent development of 
the FAA system proved more complicated and time-consuming than 
originally anticipated. 

FAA’s system-- now called TCAS --evolved from the research, 
development, and testing done on mid-air collision avoidance since 
the 195Os, which included both the commercial systems and 
subsequent BCAS designs. Similar to earlier commercial designs, 
TCAS operates independently of FAA’s ground-based air traffic 
control system. Unlike earlier commercial designs, however, TCAS 

~ can also detect and alert pilots to any nearby aircraft equipped 
with an air traffic control electronic transponder. 

FAA plans call for three TCAS models in order to provide 
airborne protection from mid-air collisions to both general 
aviation and commercial aircraft. TCAS I, 
least technically sophisticated model, 

the least costly and 
is designed primarily for 

use by general aviation and small commercial jet aircraft. TCAS 
II and TCAS III are intended primarily Eor mid-sized and larger 
commercial aircraft. TCAS I will provide traffic proximity 
advisories but will not recommend collision avoidance maneuvers. 
TCAS XI and IIT will provide proximity warnings and recommend 
collision avoidance maneuvers. TCAS II will recommend vertical 
maneuvers, while TCAS III will recommend both vertical and 
horizontal maneuvers. TCAS III also is designed to more precisely 
determine whether another aircraft will become a threat, thereby 
providing fewer advisories to the pilot that prove to be 
unnecessary than TCAS II. 

On August 26, 
comment , 

1987, FAA issued a proposed TCAS rule for public 
which would require TCAS II installation on all large 

domestic aircraft and foreign commercial jets operating in U.S. 
airspace with more than 30 passenger 
final rule date. 

seats within 3 years of the 
It would also require installation of TCAS II on 

all domestic and foreign jets with 20 to 30 passenger seats within 
4 years of the final rule date. 
December 24, 1987, 

Interested parties had until 
to comment formally on the proposal, which is 

expected to be finalized in October 1988. In addition, legislation 
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signed into law on December 30, 1987, requires that TCAS II be 
installed on all commercial aircraft with more than 30 passenger 
seats within 4 years. 

FAA's rule also proposes that all domestic or foreign 
commercial jets with 10 to 19 passenger seats be required to 
install TCAS I: within 5 years of the final rule date. However, FAA 
has no plans to require that private general aviation aircraft 
install TCAS I. rlnless owners voluntarily equip their aircraft, 
they will continue to rely on air traffic control advisories and 
“see and avoid” techniques in order to prevent mid-air collisions. 
Unfortunately, most mid-air collisions each year involve collisions 
between two general aviation aircraft. 
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SECTiON 2 

PERFORMANCE:, SCHEDULE, AND COST 

0 PROViDEY l'RAE'F1C ADVlSCRIES BUT NO 
~iau3uv1:rt~ 

@ COFIMERCIAL AVAILABZLITY DEPENDS ON 
PROGRESS 

0 IS ESTIMATED BY FAA TO COST $8,500 

TCAS J.1 

COLLISION AVOIDANCE 

INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT 

PER UNIT 

* PKOVIDES TRAFFIC ADVISORIES AND RECOMME~JDS COORDINATED 
VERTICAL COLLISION AVOIDANCE MANEUVEKS 

a IN THE PROPOSm RULEMAKING, WOULD BE REQUIRED IN LARGE 
AIRCRAFT AND FOREIGN JETS WITHIN 3 YEARS OF THE FINAL RULE 
DATE: FAA ESTIMATES GENERAL COMMERCIAL AVAILABILITY BY 
EARLY 1990 

m IS ESTIMATED BY FAA TO COST $60,000 TO $100,000 PER UNIT, 
DEPENDING ON PRODUCTION QUANTITY 

'I'CAS III 

0 PROVZDES TRFiFFIC ADVISORIES AND RECOMMENDS COORDINATED 
VERTICAL, AND HORIZONTAL AVOIDANCE MANEUVERS 

a IS NOT SUFFICIENTLY DEVELOPED TO ESTABLISH COMMERCIAL 
AVAIL,ADILITY DATE 

a IS ESTIMATED BY FAA 'I'0 COST $70,000 TO $90,000 PER UNIT 

-.--.. B -.-.-a - ---.-_ _-,C--,.,e----T- --.--.-.-.--. m---.---w-- w--m. --.----------.-- -._-- 

?a date, no 1'CAS models are available commercially. 
Tller~forr.!, costs, commercial availability dates, and performance 
cl,il~ilct.~.~ri~;tics are speculative and depend on a number of 
var i ablei;, including mark:et size, design enhancement, and 
clomp t i t ion. Table 2.1 provides information obtained from b'AA 
rega1:din(3 estimated costs, planned installation time frames, and 
grcc~rm, status for Irho three TCAS models. 
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Table 2.1: Estimated ‘ICAB Cost, Installation Time Wames and Program Status 

Required Aircraft 
Estimated Estimated installation passenger 
user unit installation time frame seating Proyram 

cost cost IFAA prapcsed) conf iquration status .- 

p+s I S 8,500 s2,400a Within 
5 years of 
final rule 
date 

‘iCAs 11 $ 60,000 

s100,0~00 

$7,200 Within 
4 years of 
final rule 
date 

Within 
3 years of 
final rule 
date 

$ 70,000 
to 

s 90,000 

Not Nme 
available 

10 to 19 
seats 

No FAA 
wcqrm 

20 to 30 
seats 

mer 30 
seats 

Prototype 
equipment 
flight 
tests 

Not 
determined 

Hori zcntal 
collision 
av oidance 
1cqi.c under 
study 

+C:ost: to install. on existing aircraft. 
~I’IE:W aircraft is estimated at $360, 

Cost to install during construction of a 

W.-I AS I is a visual flight rule device that is designed to 
;issi!iI:. pj lots in locating potential mid-air collision threats more 
rapid 1 y, even in conditions of poor visibility. It will alert 
rt i 1 c\t” .z t-o t-he prpsencc of another TCAS- or air traffic control 
P I; (,rr,l!;l’(“,~rl~l(“!~--t~~c:!ui.ppc?d aircraft and advise the pilot on which 
cl I r-t’~vt i OII t..o look in order to see and avoid the aircraft. In 
;~r’ttlj I:ic)n tr) 1:an9t” and bearing information, TCAS I will provide the 
<jilZ it ixclf.~ of l.ht? other aircraFt 1 provided the other aircraft has 
+I 11 I b frill r~pr:)rt. i nq equipment onboard , However, TCAS I is not 
rInb:i1~j~1r’~l 1 (.I rec*mrnenr3 avoidance maneuvers. The avoidance actions 
I ‘;ikt.*n ?ii”‘il leE t: to the iudgment of the pilot and cannot be 
t I’ u”in!.;m i t!-~bd t o or coordinated with the other aircraft. 
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Although TCAS I minimum operational performance specifications 
wtzre published in March 1987, no system has been built to date. In 
ad cl i, t I, on , FAA's development of TCAS I ended in March 1987. FAA 
wiI.1 prtuide limited support in testing and certifying prototype 
un j, t: $5 developed by industry but will leave the remaining 
~:icvelopment and operational testing necessary to bring TCAS I to 
cer'tif:icstion and commercial production to the avionics industry. 
Alt:1rr)ur~h FAA has proposed a rule that TCAS I be required on small 
cur\merc.ial. jet aircraft within 5 years of its final rule date, 
neither industry nor FAA officials have estimated when TCAS I would 
actually become commercially available. (Section 4 contains 
details about WAS I commercial prospects.) 

In November 1985 FAA estimated that TCAS I would cost between 
$4,OOr) and S15,OOO per unit. In September 1987, FAA refined that 
estimate to a per-unit cost of $8,500, with additional installation 
c OS t. E of about $2,400 for existing aircraft and $360 for new 
production aircraft. 

Performance 

TCAS II is designed to alert pilots to the presence of another 
aircraft equipped with TCAS or an air traffic control transponder. 
TCAS 'IL will also recommend vertical collision avoidance maneuvers 
when the other aircraft's altitude is known. To ensure that the 
recmmended maneuvers do not themselves cause a collision, they are 
coordinated between the involved aircraft, provided that each 
aircraft is equipped with TCAS II or TCAS III units. However, 
rt?commended maneuvers cannot be similarly coordinated with aircraft 
equipped only with TCAS I or an air traffic control transponder. 

Schedule 

FAA and Piedmont Airlines are evaluating the performance of 
prototype TCAS II equipment in canmercial passenger service. The 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Ames Research 
Facility i.s conducting human factors studies for FAA regarding the 
mdn/ma(-h i ne i nter face , and the MITRE Corporation is studying 
addi.ti.ona.l refinements to the collision avoidance logic. Te s 1. i nq 
ccxnp1,eted to date has surfaced no major problems. 

r'l~'c,~lllc:ti.(~n model TCAS II units with the coordinated maneuver 
~ c&pI:itU 1 it,y have yet to be operationally tested in scheduled airlinc~ 

s;tr? r\t i (Y 
) c!orltil I'IC ;. : 

This testing is to begin in early 1988 and will bet 
c-d For FAA by two commercial industry/airline teams 

1 (Hrandix/Ki.nq with rlnited Airlines, and Sperry, Dalmo, Victor, 



Incorporated with Piedmont and Northwest Airlines). However, on 
the basis of the operational testinq conducted to date on prototype 
eyuipment, FAA believes that the limited installation program test 
results will confirm earlier tests and provide the hard data 
necessary to obtain final system certification. 

FAA proqram officials expect that sane additional refinements 
will be made to TCAS II as testinq proceeds, and the ultimate unit 
price for TCAS II will be affected by any future desiqn chanqes 
that result fram these efforts. Major changes affecting system 
safety are not anticipated, however. FAA's TCAS program officials 
believe that TCAS II offers significant mid-air collision avoidance 
protection as currently desiqned and that its implementation should 
not be delayed awaiting future improvements. FAA's Administrator 
recently announced the accelerated development and installation of 
TCAS as one of his eiqht goals, indicating that the TCAS program 
has received his increased attention. An PAA Flight Standards 
Office official told us that TCAS II training programs are now 
approved for all three airlines participating in TCAS II 
operational testing and that, barring any unforeseen difficulties, 
he expects TCAS II to be certified for use under all flight 
conditions by early 1988. 

FAA originally planned that TCAS II would be available 
nationwide by mid-1985 at the latest. FAA now estimates that TCAS 
II in-service evaluations will end in October 1988 and that TCAS II 
units will be commercially available by early 1990. 

cost 

In November 1985 FAA estimated that TCAS II would cost between 
$50,000 to $60,000 per unit. On the basis of updated cost 
information from the two contractors participating in FAA's TCAS 
proqram r FAA now estimates that TCAS II will cost about $100,000 
per unit, but believes these costs could be reduced to about 
$60,000 per unit with large prcduction quantities. FAA estimates 
that each TCAS II unit will cost an additional $7,200 to install. 

TCAS III 

Performance 

Similar to TCAS II, TCAS III is designed to alert its pilot to 
the presence of any other TCAS- or air traffic control transponder- 
equipped aircraft. However, TCAS III will be capable of 
rctcommendinq horizontal as well as vertical collision avoidance 
maneuvers. To ensure that these maneuvers do not themselves cause 
a collision, they will he coordinated with the other involved 
aircraft, provided that it, too, is equipped with either a TCAS II 
or TCAS III unit. 
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Xn Au(Just 1’987 the FAA Administrator announced that P&A would 
fll”l.1 y devt:!lop TCAS XII. PAA previously had lslanned to end its 
rnvMvF;rnent in TCAS 11X development in April 1987 and leave al.1 
rF?mai ninq development work to private industry. Howcve rr in liqht 
of concerns expressed by industry and potential user qroups 
regarding the viability of such an approach, the Conqross 
leqislatively directed FAA’s continued involvement. The F’AR TCAS 
Procj ram Off ice is now determininq the additional work, funding, and 
tim@ frames that will be required for TCAS IT1 deveiopment, which 
wi1.L now include a f1111 commercial airline evaluation of the unit’s 
performanW in scheduled passenger service. The MITRE Corporation 
and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Lincoln T,aboratory 
are conductinq development work for FAA in support of TCAS III. 

Because development has not proqressed far enough to permit 
reasonable estimates, FAA has not yet projected when TCAS I.11 will 
become co,mnercially available. Howeve r, PAA estimates that it will 
take about 5 years and around $27 million to develop a certifiable, 
praduct ion-g rade TCAS 113: unit. No requirement currently exists 
that TCAS III be installed once it becomes available. 

cost 

A 1986 industry esti-mate projected a unit cost of SlOO,OOO for 
TCAS r11, exclusive of i.nstallation costs. PAA now estimates that 
each unit will cost $70,000 to $90,000, exclusive of i nsta.llat ion. 
FAA proqram officials believe that it is more realistic to use a 
r?inqr? of possible unit costs for WAS III rather than any one 
specific fiqure because the unit is at this time the least 
tleveloped 0.1 the three TCAS models and a number of technical 
uncertainties and possible design options could affec,t its price. 
Vor i nstanf:e, one of FAA’s proyram goals is to encourage a TCAS II 
design that will permit an easy upgrade in the future to TCAS III 
capability at minimum cost. The ultimate unit cost for TCAS III 
CO111 A, the ref ore, depend on the technical feasibility and expense 
of such an option . By con tract, both of the manufacturers 
participating in FAA’s TCAS program are to demcnstrate that the 
commercial-qrade TCAS II units they provide for final operational 
testinq can be upgraded to certifiable TCAS III capability. 
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SECTION 3 

TCAS SAFETY PROJECTIONS 

TCAS I 

0 NO SAFETY STUDY PERFORMED OR PLtV‘Jp!ED 

TCAS II 

0 SAFETY STUDY PROJECTS LARGE! REDUCTION IN PIEAR MID-AIR 
COLLISIONS 

0 FURTHER RISK REDUCTION EXPECTED AS MORti AIRCRAFT INSTALL 
ALTITUDE REPORTING EQUIPMENT 

WAS III 

0 SAFETY STUDY IN PROCESS 

+-m-e. ---- ---- ---- -------------------_-~~--------------------------- 
.A--------- ---.-------- ---------- -.-. - ______________________________ ---- 

System safety studies designed to scientifically quantify 
reductions 
7 

in the risk of mid-air collision have been performed on 
'CAS II, the focal point of the TCAS system.. These studies have 

$rojected a large reduction in near mid-air collisions (defined as 
iertical aircraft separation of less than 100 feet and horizontal 
b Teparation of less than 500 feet) with the use of this model. The 
Ftudies also projected an additional risk reduction if aircraft not 
+quipped with TCA, c were required to carry altitude reporting 
qquipment. Near mid-air collisions were used as the basis of risk 
bcsessment in the studies because too few actual mid-air collisions 
involved commercial aircraft to provide a sufficient sample for 
analysis. According to FAA program officials, TCAS I provides 
implicit- safety benefits, but similar studies quantifying risk 
seductions are not feasible because TCAS I lacks the capability to 
recommend avoidance maneuvers, making pilot judgment the primary 
basis for the collision avoidance action taken. A system safety 
study to quantify the risk reduction associated with TCAS III is in 
process now. 

WAS I 

TCAS I is expected to enhance the safety of visual flight by 
helping the pilot to more quickly see and avoid other aircraft. 
However, no system safety study has been performed, nor is one 
~~li:nnecl, to quantify TCAS I risk reductions. According to FAA 
Gfficials, safety benefits are implicit in the TCAS I ability to 
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identify the ~)~esence and general location of possible threatening 
aircraft so that the pilot can more quickly see them and avoid 
t l-1 em , if necdcd. However, since TCAS I does not recommend 
a~vn:~idartc:e marleuvers, any actions taken, and their timing, are based 
solely on the pilot's judgment. Accordingly, it is difficult to 
quantify the extent to which TCAS I contributes to the ultimate 
avoidarlcc\ cJf a mid-air ccll1isi.Oll. 

In December 1983 and June 1985, the MITRE Corporation 
completed system safety studies of TCAS II for overall and 
inst r'umerlt flight rule conditions, respectively. We did not 
validate tt~ese studies or the assumptions used in them. The 
StudiE!!.; u::~:cc3 the criteria for a near mid-air collision defined 
earlier in this section as their measure of risk. On the basis of 
this criteria, the December 1983 study estimated that the risk of 
e>ryoriencing a near mid-air collision at that time without TCAS II 
Was 1 in every 100,000 flight hours. The study projected that with 
the introduction of TCAS II the risk would be reduced by almost 58 
percent, to about 1 near mid-air collision in every 236,000 flight 
hours. The study also concluded that with a corresponding 
requirement for altitude reporting equipment on all aircraft not 
quipped with TCAS, the risk of near mid-air collision could be 
reduced by almost 95 percent, to about 1 chance in every 1,900,OOO 
flight lloura. 

On June 16, 1987, FAA issued a notice of proposed rulemaking 
~ designed to increase the deployment of altitude reporting 
1 equipment. Under the proposed rule, all aircraft traveling within 
~ 30 miles of a primary airport in controlled airspace would be 

required to have altitude reporting equipment. The period for 
public comment on the proposed rule closed in September 1987. The 

~ final rule was due to take effect in December 1987 but still had 
~ not been finalized as of January 1988. FAA's proposal does not 
~ state tlrle deadline for installing the altitude reporting equipment, 

and FAA officials told us that the installation time frame still 
hi3S not been decided. However-, Public Law 100-223, enacted 
DCC"CI~I~P r 3 0 , 19 8'7 , rcqu-i L es FAA to finalize its proposed rule 
within 6 months (i.e., by June 30, 1988) and directs FAA to 
prescribe a deadline for the installation and use of altitude 
reporting equipment within 36 months of the legislation's 
enactment. 

TCAS 1JI 

The NITRE Corporation is! conducting a system safety study of 
~ 'L'CAS III. Preliminary study results will not be available until 
~ Sc~~tcrnlwr 1988. However, FAA's TCAS pr-ogram officials believe that 
~ bc~causc TCAS Il.:11 is designed to more precisely determine whether 

anotllcir aircraft will become a threat, in comparison with TCAS II, 
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it will provide fewer traffic and resolution advisories to the 
pilot that ultimately prove unnecessary. 



SECTION 4 - 

TCAS I COMMERCIAL PROSPECTS 

-------------_------______^__l______l___-----------------.---------- 

I------L------_----_------------------,~---------------.------------- 

0 TCAS I'S COMMERCIAL PROSPECTS ARE STRENGTHENED BY PROPOSED 
MANDATORY INSTALLATION AND NAVY INTEREST/DEVELOPMENT 

a ITS AVAILABILITY BY THE PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION DATE IS 
UNCERTAIN 

m ITS HIGH UNIT COST MAY INHIBIT VOLUNTARY INSTALLATION BY 
GENEEWL AVIATION 

------I-------------_I__________________--------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

One aspect of FAA's proposed TCAS rulemaking would require 
TCAS I installation within 5 years of the final rule date on all 
domestic and foreign commercial jet aircraft seating from 10 to 19 
passengers. FAA has strengthened commercial interest in the 
development of TCAS I because, by including it in its proposed 
rulemaking, FAA has identified its initial commercial market. 
1Jnlike TCAS II and III, however, FAA has left the remaining 
development and testing of TCAS I to the avionics industry. FAA 
officials say that although FAA's development role in TCAS I ended 
in March 1987, the minimum operational performance standards 
published for TCAS I at that time enable industry to develop 
equipment that will meet FAA requirements. These officials say 
that with commercial efforts already under way to develop TCAS I 
for military and general aviation markets, the best approach is to 
let these efforts proceed without FAA interference. 

The U.S. Navy is interested in TCAS I collision avoidance 
technology and has contracted for the development and testing of 
three TCAS I-type devices for possible use on Navy training 
aircraft. This should serve to further strengthen commercial 
interest in TCAS I development. However, although FAA believes 
that the development of collision avoidance equipment meeting the 
'WAS I specifications is well within the state of the art for 
avionics equipment manufacturers, it is not certain that industry's 
progress will match the 5-year installation deadline set for TCAS I 
in FAA's proposed rule. No production-grade TCAS I has been built 
to date and officials from the company doing the Navy development 
work doubt that a WAS I device suitable for commercial aviation 
will be available from their company soon enough to meet the 5-year 
time frame for installation. These officials told us that, 
assuming no schedule problems occur, the company's tests of the 
first production-grade units for the Navy will not be completed for 
over 4 years (April 1991). Efforts to obtain FAA certification for 
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civilian application will not take place until after that time. 
Depending on what is required to obtain that certification, and 
considering the additional time subsequently needed to plan for and 
begin actual commercial production, these officials believe that 
the 5-year time frame will be very hard to meet. 

FAA estimates that TCAS I will cost about $8,500 per unit and 
that it could COST an additional $360 to $2,400 to install it on 
new and existing aircraft, respectively. Voluntary acquisition by 
general aviaticn will probably be limited by the expense, and FAA 
has no current plans to require that general aviation aircraft be 
equipped with TCAS I. 

The Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association, which represents 
general aviation, is not opposed to the voluntary use of TCAS I by 
its members, and supports the increased use of altitude reporting 
equipment, which would make TCRS more effective. However, in the 
Association's opinion, the risk to its membership from mid-air 
collision is relatively minor when compared with other accident 
causes, and it is opposed to any proposal that would require 
general aviation aircraft to install TCAS I. 

Unfortunately, although TCAS-equipped aircraft will be able to 
avoid general aviation aircraft equipped with altitude reporting 
equipment, most of the mid-air collisions that occur each year 
involve one general aviation aircraft colliding with another-- 
neither of which is likely to be equipped with TCAS. 
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SECTION 5 

TCAS III DEVELOPMENT PLANS 

0 mn II.2 CONCRESSIONAL,LY 14ANDATED TO E'ULLY DEVELOP TCAS 1x1 

e SUBSTANTIAL DEVELOPMQ,MT WORK REb!AINS 

* k'AA IS DETEFQIINING ADDITIONAL RESOURCE NEEDS 

--_I...-.- -- ---- - -- _--_,--__ _______I_______.I_-_.-__L-.-. ---------.-------.-.--.--- 

.--- I..” .--.-.._.I _.--.- ___I__,___._____._I_________ ~ ____ __.- -.-. -- __.__- - ____- -------- 

Jn August 1987 F'AA announced its plans to fully develop TCAS 
1.1x, including the operational test and evaluation of the unit in 
scheduled a4 rline servi CD. This, decision reflected language the 
Congress included in FAA's fiscal year 1987 Appropriations Act 
r(.x~ui ring F'AA's continued involvement with TCAS III. More 
recently, the Congress directed E'P,A to complete the research, 
devel opmerl t , and cer!:jfication of TCAS III through a provision of 
Public Law 100-223, enacted December 30, 1987. Both the Congress 
and the aviation community were concerned that TCAS III might never 
bcr developed without continued FAA involvement. 

FAA hat; evaluated the current horizontal and vertical 
collision avoidance capability of a TCAS III prototype in over 280 
hours of flight testing on its own test aircraft. However, TCAS 
111 collision avoidance logic is still being perfected and 
substantial work remains to be done. Technical questions also must 
be resolved concerning the unit's ability to determine a 
threat.~~rlir\g aircraft's bearing and rate of bearing change, as well 
as to determine the bearing and attitude of the aircraft in which 
the u t7.i t: is install 4. Minimum ol)erational performance standards 
mu:1 t be completed for the unit , and a TCAS III safety study is 
Still in process. 

In addition, to ensure satisfactory operation under actual 
circumstances, F'AA intends to test certified TCAS III units in 
scheduled airline service. This will be done as part. of FAA's 
effort to demonstrate that TCAS II units can be upgraded to TCAS 
III capability. As such, FAA is requiring the manufacturers 
participating in its WAS program to upgrade several proven TCAS II 
u rlit kI t 0 'i'CAS 111 cor~f iyuration. The modi,'i.ed units will theE be 
r(-:cc~rtiI:icd and FAA will evaluate them in the laboratory. OTlCC’ 
t l1c.i i I’ ‘:I CAS 1.1.3. capabilit.ieo are prcven in the laboratory, the units 
wil 1 be irlstalled aboard FAA aircraft for actual flight test:;. 
A,[: 1 (.:l t:1:1~: FL.4 flight tests, the modified unit s will be certified 
ii nd irlt;t-al led on airline aircraft for evaluation in scheduled 
E;Llt;sc'rigc?r st.'r~ i.(-c- . 
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